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Having a cluttered year from the coronavirus
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It can be said that 2020 was the year of the coronavirus. Coro-
navirus began to pandemic in China’s Yuhan from the beginning 
of the year and hit the world, and the aftereffects are still ongoing, 
and the world has not escaped from the shock. It was the year 2020 
that started with the coronavirus and ended with the coronavirus.

Many of the papers submitted to the Journal of Exercise Rehabili-
tation (JER) were research on exercise under the coronavirus epi-
demic. However, these papers were not research on exercise under 
the special conditions of coronavirus outbreaks. It is just setting 
the environment of coronavirus to the content of general exercise. 
Many papers on coronavirus are being submitted to journals around 
the world. However, JER has no papers on coronavirus other than 
editorial. Although coronavirus is outbreak, I don’t think it is right 
to blame all situations where it is difficult to exercise. Exercise 
performance is not very limited by coronavirus. There is a need for 
research into the mechanism of how exercise affects the human 
body. Although the effectiveness of exercise has been largely con-
firmed in many diseases, research on the mechanism is insufficient. 
Among the papers submitted to JER, there are not many studies 
on the mechanism. We look forward to submitting many papers 
to JER on the effects of exercise on the body and the mechanisms 
of various diseases.

Due to coronavirus, academic conferences could not be held. The 

Korean Society of Exercise Rehabilitation also held a dinner meet-
ing on November 6th, as the Spring and Autumn conferences were 
not held in 2020. Through this meal meeting, we tried to promote 
communication among members. Although only dinner meeting 
was held this year, I hope to hold normal academic conferences in 
2021.

The coronavirus has had a very profound impact on people around 
the world, and it has changed the way people live. Lectures and 
meetings were also held through the Internet, and many stores 
were closed due to deficits. The era of coronavirus that has made 
our lives uncomfortable and has caused tremendous economic loss-
es. I hope that these chaotic times will pass quickly and normal 
life will resume. 
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